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A Brief Reminder of the Prehistoric Research in South Sumatra

e island of Sumatra, and part.icularly the South Sumatra:?rovince, is still
no man's land for prehistorical research. In fact, the North of Sumatra is
etter known than the South, due to a "Hoabinhian inten~;ive resarch and
focus" that has been carried out from the 1970's onward (Brandt, 1976;
Gbver, 1978; Soejono, 1984; McKinnon 1990, Simanjuntak, 1995 ; Moser,
200 l). In itself, this very large island, stretching over 440 001) k1~, offers a
very interesting archaeo10gica1 potentia1 for field trip research, survey, and
excavations.
The first prehistoric studies of Sumatra began in the 1560':; with Prof.
R.P. Soejono (1984) works va the Erdbrink's discoveries il! Kalianda
,ampung) and in' Kedaton (Tanjung Karang) or on those mentioned by
lIoubolt in the province of Bengim1u (Houbolt, 1940 ; Erdbrhk cited in van
Heekren, 1972). In the 1970's, Prof. R. P. Soejono continued his research on
the palaeo1ithic artefacts found in the Bungamas and Lahat areas, and revealed
the prehistoric richness of the :>outhem part of Suma!l~ (Soejono, 1984).
lnitiated by Prof. R. P. Soejono, the archaeologica1 survey of Sumatra was
acti v e1y continued by Bronson «nd Asmar through their ambitious three month
'iUrvey in 1973, along a route oi about 9 000 ki10meters going [rorr the North
to tre South of the Island (Bro.1Sêln et al. 1974). Later on, the same authors
carried out the excavation of the Ho10cene cave of Tiangko Panjang in Jambi.
This cave represents the first pr-:historic cave site to be excavated by modem
metl:ods in Sumatra, and prodcced an industry of obsidian fh ke tools dated
back to around 10000 years B.P. (Bronson et al. 1976).

o

Twenty years 1ater, the Pu<:at Penelitian Arkeo10gi Nasi.ma1 field team
investigated sytematically the ri '!'~rs of the Martapura and Baturaja areas,
ëmongst which the Ogan river, and confirrned the presence of many
palaeo1ithic stone artefact (Jatrniko, 1995): a interesting way of research!
In 200 l, the team of the Indonesian-French coopentiof: research
projet between the Pusbang ArLeo10gi Nasional and the IRD (Institut de
~~echerche pour le développement) started to investigate the Baturaja area
(South Sumatra Province), in order to establish a prehistoric chr<lllology of the
r~gjon. During four years, we organised an intensive survey, \vitt the sytematic
cxca'iation of somc cave sites t'1f()'lgh a C 14 dating program (Dri\"antoro et
af, :~OO l, 2002, 2004 ; Jatmikl) eÎ al. :2003). In this paper, \ie e (pose the
s:rl1thetic results of four years of re:;earch in the Baturaja area (Cuillaud cd., in
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press 2006): the results of the excaV8tion of the Pondok Selabe (SLB 1) and of
the Gua Pandan caves, both located to the Tertiary limestone formation of
Baturaja, near the village of Padang Bindu. Those two caves close to the Ogan
River revealed a comprehensive Holocene sequence; we also round an
unexpected Palaeolithic lithic industry (Acheulian assemblage) in th~ beds of
the Air Semuhun and Air Tawar rivers, two small affluents of the Oga'1 River.
1'0 close this brief introduction, one should signal, beside th~ ancient
period which is still under study, the other remarkable archaeological remains
of the South Sumatra province. This wide province has acquired its reputation
with the exceptional Megalithic remains of the Pasemah plateau around
Pagaralam (van der Hoop, 1932), with the famous capital of the Sriwijaya
kingdom, located to the present day city of Palembang, and with the
rnysterious "burial jar" still undated from Muara Betung near the village of
Lahat (Sukendar, 1984 ; Soeroso, 20(0).

Padang Bindu Territory : an Ideal Prehistoric Place
Padang Bindu1 is a small village in the District Semidangaji, situated
on the bank of the Ogan river, 35 kJometers upstream Baturaja, which is the
principal city of the Kabupaten OKU (Ogan Komerin Vlu), in the rrovince of
South Sumatra (Fig. 1). The region of Baturaja is reknowned for its limestone
üutcrops in a forest environment, this particular reliefbeing exploittd for chalk
and its numerous caves· for the sv>"allows nests. The area which has been
~;urveyed, today covered with forest and sorne fields, presents a complex
iandscape combining large eroded limestone reliefs, traces of volcanic element,
small hills, plateaus and small alluvid valleys suitable to agriculture.
Three kilometers away from the village of Padang Bindu, the karst of
the Bukit Sayak (Fig. 2) display aarge mosaic of caves, rockshelters, karst
holes, dolines,... amongst which on'~ finds the famous touristic cave of Gua
Putri. These caves are encircled with many small rivers like the Air Tawar and
Air Semuhun, offering a lot of di'/erse raw materials (large rocks, sheets,
nodules) that have been used by prehistoric men, from the ancient Palaeolithic
to the Neolithic times.
The Palaeolithic stone arte~cts have been discovered in the small
rivers (Fig. 3), associated with their raw material (flint blocks, hard lIJcks, etc.).
The identification of other archaeokgical sites in the Padang :Bindu limestone
area has proved rather easy, and at he end of the survey we had inventoriated
more than 20 cave sites (Fig. 3) containing archaeological deposits, and
presenting a perturbed upper level ~ssociated with ceramic sherds, shells and
1ïthic remains mixed withash and sand sediments. Pre-Neolithic and Neolithic

1 04° 04' 998" South and 103° 55' 802" East.
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occupations have been identified in the upper layers of a lot of caves
overhanging the rivers of Air Tawar and Air Semuhun (af0und 20 meters
above their lëvel). This limestone cliff area is called Pondok Selabe.
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Fig. 1 : Situation of Baturaja, Padang Bindu village, South Sumatra.
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Fig. 3: Locatioll of the main prehistoric sites discovered during our
survey in the Pondok Selabe area, village of Padang Bindu

The First Palaeolithic tracks in South Sumatra: Classic Acheulian
Stone Toois
Ali of the paleo\ithic discoveries have been made in the beds and banks
of the small tributaries of the Ogan river (Air Semuhun; Air Tawar, Ayakaman
Basa and Dayang Rindu rivers), and most of them a few meters away from the
Holocene caves. The Air Tawar and Semuhun provided the majority of our
Palaeolithic stone artefar;ts (Fig. 4).
The tools are knapped on different raw materials following one
technique only, the direct percussion with a hard hammer. The raw materials
used for knapping are diverse, comprising chert (brown, yellow), fine andesite,
basait, fossilized wood, red jasper, quartzite, silicified brechia, sand stone, etc.
The Pondok Selabe area was an ideal living place during all the periods of
Prehistory, especially for the hunthers-gatherers because the karsts offered a lot
of springs and small rivers, the forest provided abundant resources such as
food, plants and animais, and because it offered the Iiatural protection of the
caves.
The technological observations of the Palaeolithic tools allow us to
recognise two major sketches in a global knapping strat{:gy :
1- A sketch of debitage or knapping work :
It comprises a lot of big cores associated with large flakes with cortex
(Fig. 6, n02), retouched or not. When these flakes are retouched they provide
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scrapers with bifacial retouch, denti(;ulated, and c1actonian notches. These
voluminous cores are generally pyramidal or polyedrical with orthogonal
removals, showing an "Alterning Pla~(orm System" of debitage (called APS)
(Forestier, 2000). The APS is a basic method for the production of large an
long fla:<e~:, and is based on a simple opposition between a platform surface
and a striking platform. Basically, at the end of the debitage sequence, Ihis
method pDduces cores with amorphous, globular and polyedrical fonns.
Sometini'-'s, when the sequence of debitage is short (around 3 or 4 flakes
detachec) the result is a pyramidal core. This APS method was frequenr during
the Lower Palaeolithic in Western Europe, Middle East or Africa. Many oC
these big flakes are retouched bifacially and result in scrapers or denticulares
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Fig. 5: Palaeolithic artefact: hand axe in chert (no 1 and no 2),
chopper in volcanic rock (no 3), a triedrical pick (no 4) and
a bifacial piece on fossilised wood block (no 5)
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Fig. 6: A cIassical cleaver on flake (no 1) and a massIve si de
scrapper on flake (no 2)

This· discovery of bifaces and cleavers in South Sumatra reveals an
Acheulian period in the island, and leads us to compare this surface picking
with the industry found in the Baksoko river in Java (Barstra, 1974, 1978),
which proves similar in form, shape, raw material and types of tüôls. We are
182
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therefore dealing with an homogeneous and classic Acheulian assemblage in
Sumatra.
These palaeolithic artefacts of South Sumatra could be attributed to
Homo erectus and join in the Acheulian tradition, which spread out from India
and Nepal, via Southem China2 , to North Vietnam, and South to the Indonesian
Archipelago, to South Sumatra, Central Java and South Sulawesi (Bronson et
al, 1984; I~0festier et al. 2005a). The Acheulian assemblage of Sumatra
represents a new step for the understanding of the migration of Homo erectus
and ofhis techniques in Southeast Asia.

Holocene sequences at Padang Bindu : another tale of two caves,
Gua Pandan and Pondok Selabe 1 (SLB1)
Excepting the Hoabinian technocomplex, the Holocene and Neolithic
aspects were not very weIl known in Sumétra. When our work started, there
were almost no information about the Neolithie or pre-Neolithic implements,
or about the environment and fauna ofthose periods.
Our excavations in Pondok Selat,e 1 cave (SLB 1) provides new
informations for the understanding of prehistoric life during the last 10 000
years in the karsts of Padang Bindu. Gua Plndan and SLB 1 are one of the 16
caves that we plotted on a map, and ,,,,hose numeroUs surface artefacts
signalled as presenting a real archaeological interest (Fig. 3). We will first
present the older site of Gua Pandan cave, coveringthe early stages of the
Holocene, and afterwards the SLB 1 cave vrhich extends the chronology until
the metal age.
1- Gua Pandan : an Early Holocene lithic production
Situated at the top of the Bukit Sayak hill, Gua Pandan, at a distance of
180 meters fram the Semuhun river, is the highest cave in the area. This big
cavity orientee! ta the East measures 27 Dl X on 16,5 m and has two large
apenings, each one 3,50 m high (Fig. 7). The sedimentation is very important
and the cave is still filled with archaeological deposits blocked by many rocks
which fen frocl the ceiling.
At the surface, the soil is sandy, grey, pawdery with many rests of river
shells, animal bones and knapped stones in chert, silicified limestone and
valcanic pebble. Immediately these finding~; informed us about the exceptional
character of this cave and motived the eXCayatiŒ1.

2 For example: The Acheulian bifaceslhand axes of Bose basin are dated back
800000 ye<irs (Hou et al. 2000), and the Acheuliar assemblages exist also in Nepal,
lndia, Pakistan and Vietnam
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Fig. 7 : Gua Pandan cave and excavation area

A large excavation around 30 m2 (Fig. 7) has been organised and
produced many stone artefacts, small rests of forest fauna (deer, wild boar,
rnonkey) and shells. Dates obtained from level 2 and 3 are between 9270 B.P.
and 6590 B.P (square Hl 0, Fig. 8). These levels display a unique
archaeological deposit, comprising sorne lithic artefacts so far unknown in
South Sumatra. We identified diverse monofacial pebble tools (in chert and
li,nestone) which were similar to the classic Hoabinhian tool-kit, called
"Sumatralith" in the scientific litterature (see Fig.9). These monofacial
tcols/Sumatraliths were produced through a shaping method and were
184
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associated with a production of flakes retouched in scrapers, notches or
denticulated (Fig. 9).The raw material was brought back from the river and WHS
various : chert, andesit, fossilised wood, jasper, sand stone, etc.
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Gua Pandan stone tools and the diltes obtained seem very simtlar
to the on es of the Hoabinhian sites excavated in Nocthern Sumatra (Bronson el
al. 1984 ; ]\1 oser, 2001 ; Forestier et al. 2005b) Th·e Gua Pandan inform us or,
two points:
the identification of the Early Holocene stone tools in cave in South
Sumatn,
the question of the "Hoabinhian expansion" through Indonesia within a
\1iuch l~trger frame than was acknowledged.
Tht rescarch on Hoabinhian should re3consider sorne topies: the scale
ofterritoriaiity, the mobility of the groups, the geoglaphicaJ determinism of the
raw material f,)r the settlement choices, etc. Pr~sently, the geographical
extension of the Hoabinbian phenomenon in Indonesia has to be updated and
the research must go on!

2- SLB1 lPondok Selabe cave 1) : f
the Metal/\ge

mhe pre-Neolithic Period ta

Locatcd in the samc lime~l(!lé cliff SLf.! Cilve (Fig. 10) lies a hundrèd
meters aW3\' from Gua Pandan. This small cave ():x 2.5 m) is located IS
metcrs aWév fmm the Air TJ\\ar Rj\el Bct\\ een 200 land 2004. the
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excavations at SLB 1 reached a depth of approximately 2 m. They disclosed a
full mid-Holocene sequence with 3 distinct levels : Preneolithic, Neolithic and
Metal age (Simanjuntak et al, 2004, 2005; Guillaud et al. 2005).
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Fig, 9 : Example of Gua Pandan stone tools : pehble tools
(no 1 to no 5): piece no 1 is a classic uni facial pebble
(sumatralithe), others are un facial pebble alsCl with a
important back, flake tools (no 6 to no 10): :;crappers
(lateral and distal)

Fig. 10 : SLB 1 cave site
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The faunal remains, continuous in the profiles, provide informations
about the diet of Modem Humans living in the SLB 1 cave during the last 5 000
years : freshwater shell and forest resouces such as hystricidae, suidae,
cervidae, cercopithecidae, etc.
The basie of the Pre-Neolithic level (see level 3-4, Fig. Il and 12)
revealed a date ·Jf about 4500 years BP. This acera~ic level produced stone
artefacts only, more precisely a macro-production of flakes and pebbles. Flake
tools are retouchpfl in scrapers, end-scrapers or ~10tches. The knapping method
is not Levallois and not laminar, and consisted in a basic knapping sequence
based on an algorithm system (altening platfonn system).
The Neolithic level noted 2 (Fig. II and 12) gave an age of 2700 HP. It
produced a thin incised or corded pottery, faunal remains, numerous micro and
4

macro-obsidian flake tools, and cores in obsidian3 , jasper or chert. The
obsidian raw material used by the SLB 1 prehistoric knappers indicates the
existence of exchange networks with the volcanic areas of Sumatra (Kerinci,
etc). The lithic artefacts have been produced by a basic knapping method,
using a direct percussion with a hard hammer. The neolithic of SLB 1 is very
original in the absence of any polished stone adze or fragment of stone,
grindstones, pounders, etc.
The upper layers of the stratigraphy revealed metal age implements
associated with sorne intrusive recentburials.

Conclusion
This limestone area near Baturaja, throl'gh the resources it offered, is
rather unique conpared to the surrounding areas. Although it represents but a
spot, it could be considered as a sort of "stopping-place" for human migration
through times, and it seems to have retained the major traces ofthese episodes.
The discovery of the main Prehistoric periods taere should give the island of
Sumatra the rank it deserves amongst the most important "archaeological
places of interest", just like Java which participaced ·to the global knowledge of
the ancient history of Indonesia.
In South Sumatra, the ecological anj geographical factors were
combined for an optimal human occupation, and for the adaptation to the forest
environment, from the most ancient times - the Acheulian (Homo erectus) - to
the Homo sapiens sapiens cave occupation during the Holocene period. That is

3 Some obsièian samples of SLEl are still 'oeJrg analysed by 1v1. Spriggs
(Obsidian Sources Program in Asia-Pacific Region).
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why the excavations of the caves revealed such a rich prehistoric occupation
The three prehitoric patterns of Hoabinhian, preneolithic and neolithic
demonstrate that the same territory has been eKploited in three different way:,
regarding the use of the environment and the te"hnical degree of exploitation of
the raw materié\!.
Ail thése results enrich the prehistoric chronology of South Sumatra.
To the ancient Palaeolithic, preneolithic, neolithic, one must also add the metal
age, which could be associated to the Historical period. As a conclusion, the
results can be sketched in asynthetic model of human occupation through
times in South Suma.tra (fig. 13 below).
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